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Abstract: The article describes an assessment of possible changes in constant fatigue life of a medium
flow-coefficient centrifugal compressor impeller subject to operation at close-to-surge point. Some
aspects of duct acoustics are additionally analyzed. The experimental measurements at partial load
are presented and are primarily used for validation of unidirectionally coupled fluid-structural
numerical model. The model is based on unsteady finite-volume fluid-flow simulations and on
finite-element transient structural analysis. The validation is followed by the model implementation
to replicate the industry-scale loads with reasonably higher rotational speed and suction pressure.
The approach demonstrates satisfactory accuracy in prediction of stage performance and unsteady
flow field in vaneless diffuser. The latter is deduced from signal analysis relying on continuous
wavelet transformations. On the other hand, it is found that the aerodynamic incidence losses at
close-to-surge point are underpredicted. The structural simulation generates considerable amounts of
numerical noise, which has to be separated prior to evaluation of fluid-induced dynamic strain. The
main source of disturbance is defined as a stationary region of static pressure drop caused by flow
contraction at volute tongue and leading to first engine-order excitation in rotating frame of reference.
Eventually, it is concluded that the amplitude of excitation is too low to lead to any additional fatigue.

Keywords: centrifugal compressor; fluid-structure interaction; off-design operation

1. Introduction

The modern industrial process market is characterised by consistently restricting
environmental and economic regulations [1]. For OEMs of centrifugal compressors, this
means that newer machinery must be more compact and more efficient. Its performance
range should offer higher flexibility, whereas any reliability compromises are impossible.
The most powerful, though expensive, strategy to accomplish these tasks is to broaden
the existing banks of so-called “experimental model stages” [2]. The data from model
tests should be then used in next-generation units: directly, in designs based on similarity
theory [3], or indirectly, through designs based on statistical semi-empirical mathematical
models [4,5]. It is known that aerodynamically stable operational range of these (or any
other) centrifugal compressors will be limited by inception of “choking” in the vicinity of
ṁ > ṁdes and by onset of “surging” at a certain point as ṁ < ṁdes [6]. Both phenomena are
extremely undesirable from the standpoint of continuous operation. Choke would normally
result in levelled-up synchronous vibrations (consequence of circumferential pressure
non-uniformity at stages with volutes [7]) whereas surge would require an immediate
intervention (via bypass or via blow-off) to prevent failure. In fact, conventional restrictions
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demand the actuation of an anti-surge valve at the flow rate which is ten percent higher
than the predicted surge capacity [8]. For stages with high load factors, this potentially
eliminates operation at peak efficiencies. Consequently, either a performance or a size
(number of stages) parameter has to be compromised.

To ensure safe operation beyond the ten percent margin, the compressor train’s layout
must satisfy at least two conditions:

1. It should run a reliable and affordable active surge protection.
2. It should sustain dynamic aero-loads originated by surge-preceding flow transients

(recirculation, rotating stall, etc.).

Active surge control has been a subject of numerous works [9–12] and is still on
the way to the debut in industrial applications. Fulfilment of the second condition, re-
quires the knowledge of dynamic stress at critical locations (primarily in impeller) as the
machine interacts with unsteady flow structures. Research in this field have also been
accomplished, but the amount of relevant data available in the literature is yet limited.
Haupt and Rautenberg [13] implemented high-sensitivity semi-conductor strain gauges
and telemetry to study the response of highly loaded impeller with thin blades at stable
operation, rotating stall and surge. It was discovered that (at certain speeds) blade vibration
amplitudes at vaneless diffuser rotating stall had the same order as at unbalance-induced
resonances. Dickmann et al. [14] used the same technique enriched with tip-timing optical
measurements and CFD-CSM uncoupled numerical simulations to study the response of a
supercharger impeller to excitations at “close-to-Choke” and “close-to-Surge” points. The
authors reported good qualitative agreement between computed and measured amplitudes
of forced vibrations. Jenny and Bidaut [15] reported cases of impeller resonances subjects to
excitations from vaned diffuser rotating stall. The sophisticated experimental rig enabled
synchronized dynamic pressure and strain acquisition in rotating frame of reference. The
extension of the study published in [16,17], was focused on implementation of numerical
model to describe the fluid-structure interaction mechanisms and to assess the impact of
diffuser stall on high-cycle fatigue dynamics of the wheel. The study resulted in a new
diffuser design and a subsequent reduction of vibration amplitude at resonance. More-
over, numerical FSI-modelling also showed a reasonable success in root-cause analyses of
impeller failures caused by Tyler-Sofrin [18] resonances, as written in [19–21].

This work, has a similar context as those discussed above. Its main purpose is to rate
the capability of a one-way coupled unsteady FSI numerical model to predict the modes of
forced vibrations of the “shrouded impeller-vaneless diffuser-volute” system. The research
incorporates experimental analyses of excitation sources (unsteady pressure fluctuations)
and of dynamic response of the rotor. These were carried out at low impeller tip speed (due
to safety limitations), with main intention to establish a base for simulations’ validation.
The primary numerical campaign, however, concerns an operating condition at reasonably
higher speed and suction pressure, which is done to reproduce the loads commonly met in
industry. This part of the work is referred to as “model implementation”.

2. Test Compressor

The test vehicle resembles a single-stage blower derived from the former integrally
geared air compressor (3 VRK 150/285, VEB Pumpen und Gebläsewerk Leipzig). The
layout of the facility is presented in Figure 1. The rotor is directly coupled to an electric
variable speed motor. The stage includes a shrouded medium load- and flow coefficient
impeller (1) with tip diameter of D2 = 265 mm (15 blades) and a vaneless diffuser (2).
Upstream the wheel, the mass flow measurement inlet cone (4) and the suction pipeline
(5) are flange-linked to the casing of an overhung volute with constant internal diameter
(3). At the discharge, the latter is connected to a straight circular duct (6) completed by a
spherical-type throttle (7). The values of the basic geometric parameters of the stage are
defined in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Layout scheme of the experimental rig.

Table 1. Main geometric parameters of the test stage.

D0/D2 D2′/D2 D4/D2 D4′/D2 b2/D2
0.49 1.22 1.47 1.36 0.05

bVLD/D2 Lax/D2 Z′0/Lax Z′′0 /Lax βbl2, °
0.05 0.31 1.67 1.30 75

2.1. Basic Measurement Instrumentation and Uncertainty Estimation

The rig’s equipment enables the analysis of the compressor’s stationary performance
characteristics in a “flange-to-flange” fashion. The pressures at inlet (patm) and outlet (pout)
are measured with piezoelectric industrial-quality transducers whereas the corresponding
temperatures (Tatm, Tout) are recorded employing Pt100 RTD probes. The mass flow is
estimated in agreement with [22] using a conical mouthpiece and a single static pressure
tap linked to a differential piezoelectric transducer (∆pIC).

Moreover, the stand possesses 21 “slots” designed specifically for the transient mea-
surements of wall static pressure fluctuations. Altogether, a pair of stations is implemented
nearby the impeller eye (FP0′ , FP0′′ ), the next pair is accommodated in diffuser’s shroud
(FP2′ , FP4′ ) and a single-slotted station is executed in the outlet diffuser downstream the
volute. The stations at the eye are composed of three slots uniformly distributed along the
180° sector whereas the stations at VLD acquire seven non-uniformly spaced slots each.

Eventually, the basic configuration of the rig permits absolute vibration monitoring
via three single-axis accelerometers (PCB ICP 603C01).

The data acquisition and control are carried out using the hardware of NI CRIO-9035
FPGA controller and a routine developed in LabVIEW environment. All incoming signals
are synchronized. The sampling frequencies are 50 kHz and 12.8 kHz for the fast-response
pressure sensors and the accelerometers respectively. The suppliers’ specification sheets
claim the relative uncertainties of 0.5% for unsteady pressure- [23] and of 1% for vibro-
acceleration [24] measurements. In stationary aerodynamic performance analysis, the
combined relative uncertainties uc(y)/y were evaluated following the guidelines in [25]
and are collected in Table 2.

Table 2. Mean average estimates of relative uncertainties uc(y)/y for basic variables of stationary
performance analysis (%).

p T Π ṁ
0.06 0.15 0.08 0.03
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2.2. Additional Instrumentation

To perform multi-point vibration measurements in rotating frame of reference, a
single-axis laser vibrometer system (Polytec PSV-500) has been additionally installed
(Figure 2c). The system is based on the main multi-point scanning head (1) and on an
auxiliary single-point laser (2) for phase reference. Data-acquisition in relative frame is
ensured by a prism-type optical derotator (3). The latter is synchronized with the drive
through the encoder and an in-house-built interface (5). The control units (6), (7), (4) serve
for signal transformations when operating the system via an industrial-grade PC (8). The
acquisition frequency was set to 10 kHz and was not synchronized with the basic layout.
The accumulative relative error of vibro-velocity measurements is 1.1% [26]. A detailed
description of underlying physics is provided in [27].

Figure 2. Internal view of diffuser shroud with pressure transducers “DA” and “DB” (a); magnification of impeller eye area
with definition of blade-counting relatively to the angular location of the key (b); general view of PSV-500 vibrometer-based
measurement suite (c).

2.3. Description of Measurement Campaign

The measurements discussed in this work, incorporated the employment of four
Kulite XCQ-062 high-response pressure transducers. A single probe abbreviated “I” has
been inserted into a vertical-plane slot of the FP0′′ station, a pair of transducers (“DA” and
“DB”) has been mounted in the corresponding neighbouring slots at the FP4′ and another
single probe “OD” has been placed at the volute’s outlet diffuser (FPout). The positions of
the probes are illustrated in Figure 1 (photo), Figure 2a,b.

Probing of absolute lateral vibrations was implemented by placing two accelerometers
on the gearbox casing (at the front-bearing area) in vertical and horizontal positions
respectively—direct monitoring on the bearing case was restricted by lack of space. It
was, however, possible to locate the third (longitudinal) probe on the upper housing of
the front bearing. This measurement point will be illustrated later while discussing the
measurements’ results.

The optical access for the beam of the laser vibrometer was limited to the region of
impeller eye (Figure 2b). The achievement of the desirable angle between the beam and the
blade’s surface (90° completely eliminates the interference error) was seriously compro-
mised by blade curvature at inlet. During the measurements, the beam was automatically
shifted (step-by-step) through the pre-specified grid. The grid had 165 points and covered
the leading edge areas of six consecutive blades (B1, B2, . . . , B6). Moreover, five points were
defined on the front mounting sleeve for comparison with longitudinal accelerometer data.

The full curriculum implied three series of stationary- and transient pressure- and
vibration acquisition at n = 4200 rpm (Mu = 0.17), n = 5880 rpm (Mu = 0.24) and
n = 7200 rpm (Mu = 0.29) respectively. Commencing with a fully open throttle, each series
involved an incremental closure of the valve until the state of aerodynamic stability loss
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was settled. The entire array of the collected operating points is represented in Figure 3 as
a time-averaged pressure ratio performance map. Generally, four distinct regimes were
observed: “stable operation”, “local flow instabilities”, “mild surge” and “deep surge”. A
complete analysis of these aerodynamic modes has been done in [28] and is not a purpose
of this paper. The experimental data acquired at Mu = 0.29, however, will be discussed to
demonstrate the excitation-response mechanisms at this maximal test speed and to validate
the numerical simulations. The best-efficiency-point mass flow of ṁre f 029 = 0.32 kg/s will
be used for reference.

Figure 3. Dependences of static-to-static pressure ratios on the normalized mass flow rate measured
at three subsequent peripheral Mach numbers. The simulated values are shown for the purpose of
numerical model validation and are discussed in the corresponding section.

3. Numerical Model

The development of the fluid-flow- (FVM) and structural (FEM) numerical models
as well as their successive coupling were conducted in ANSYS Workbench 19.2. ANSYS
CFX and ANSYS Mechanical (Application) solvers were selected for FVM- and FEM
simulations respectively. ANSYS System Coupling service was used for solver-coupling.
The simulations were run on a single node of the institutional cluster (Intel Xeon(R) 2.6 GHz,
20 cores, 256 GB RAM).

3.1. Fluid-Flow Model

The computational domain used in fluid-flow analysis (Figure 4a), was composed
of full-annulus rotating- (“Impeller-VLD”) and stationary (“Inlet duct”, “Volute”) sub-
domains. The impeller-VLD grid was generated in ANSYS Turbogrid out of hexahedral
elements whereas the rest of the mesh was built with ANSYS Meshing using the “tetra-
prism” algorithm. Some characteristics of the grid are collected in Table 3.

The size and quality of the final grid were established on the basis of the procedure
described in [29]. Three grid resolutions labelled as “coarse (3)”, “medium (2)” and
“fine (1)” were initially considered. Direction and magnitude of the absolute velocity vector
at VLD inlet were subjected to the grid convergence index assessments as the crucial factors
triggering radial diffuser instabilities [6]. GCIs for polytropic head- and internal work
input coefficients were additionally evaluated to trend the discretization uncertainties with
respect to predictions of the overall stage performance. The resultant grid convergence
indices are listed in Table 4. The data correspond to steady-state tasks and to BEP conditions.
The convergence is generally monotonous whereas the indices are already below 1% at
coarse refinement. The coarse mesh was therefore promoted for further implementation in
the coupled model to ensure the CPU times did not exceed three days per revolution.
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Figure 4. Finite-volume- (a) and finite-element (b) domains used in fluid- and structural simulations
respectively, with highlighted grids.

Table 3. Parameters of the numerical grid used in CFD simulations.

Sub-Domain Elements/Nodes No. of Infl. Layers ER y+max Min Angle

Inlet 73768/37741 10 1.2 26 60°
Imp.-VLD 1736640/1923075 10 1.4 15 33°

Volute 416307/968036 9 1.4 20 60°

Table 4. Results of grid convergence indices estimation for finite-volume grids used in CFD sim-
ulations (subscript “3” refers to the grid finally used in the study, nomenclature is in accordance
with [29]).

α2′ ave c2′ ave ψp 0−4 Ψi

N3, N2, N1, (×106) 2.2, 5.1, 11.1
r32, r21 1.33, 1.29

e32
a , e21

a (×10−2) 4.6, 0.3 0.5, 0.3 1.3, 0.1 1.2, 0.2
GCI32, GCI21(×10−2) 0.5, 0.2 0.8, 0.5 0.02, 0.01 0.2, 0.05

The simulations were conducted employing the unsteady-RANS method for turbu-
lence modelling. A single impeller revolution was resolved in 256 timesteps with three
internal coefficient loops. Initialized by a previously completed steady-RANS session, the
unsteady computations ran continuously until the periodically-steady flow pattern was
settled. Later on, at least five impeller revolutions were recorded in a periodically-steady
state to obtain data for further amplitude-frequency analyses. A very similar approach
has been reported in [14] revealing rather satisfying matching between computed and
experimentally measured forced-responses.

The boundary conditions imposed at inlet involved the mass flow, the total pressure,
eddy viscosity ratio and turbulence intensity. At the discharge, the opening condition with
area-averaged static pressure and static temperature was specified. The respective values of
the parameters used for validation and implementation are in Table 5. The values used in
validation, are with respect to condition referred to as “local flow instabilities” in Figure 3
(Mu = 0.29). At the implementation stage, an equivalent regime with diffuser flow charac-
terised by unsteady rotating cells of negative meridional velocity and local drops of static
pressure was simulated. The precise set in Table 5 was derived iteratively with intention to
model the second stage of a four-stage nitrogen booster at full load. These machines are
particularly common for air-separation industry, including the authors’ country.
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Table 5. Specification of boundary conditions used in CFD model.

Simul. Phase Boundary/Condition Type

- Inlet/Inlet Outlet/Opening

ṁ (kg/s) Tt (K) I(%) µT/µ pout (Pa) Tout (K)

Validation 0.149 295 5 10 1.049× 105 301.9
Implementation 10.5 316 5 10 2× 106 397

medium n (rpm) Mu timestep [s]

Validation air ideal gas 7200 0.29 3.26× 10−5

Implementation N2 ideal gas 24,300 0.93 9.65× 10−6

To increase the accuracy of fluid-flow prediction at impeller discharge, the impeller-
VLD interface was omitted modelling both domains in rotating frame of reference and
defining the diffuser’s walls as counter-rotating [30]. Hence, the transient rotor-stator
(sliding mesh) interfaces were defined respectively at impeller’s inlet and diffuser’s outlet.
The transport of turbulence was computed by a standard k−ω SST model with automated
wall-function management. For discretization, the “high-resolution” procedure was ap-
plied to turbulent- and convective fluxes whereas the second-order backward Euler scheme
was selected for temporal derivatives. Pressures, temperatures and velocity components
were monitored at 840 points seeded alongside two neighbouring impeller blades (“B1”
and “B2” in Figures 2b and 4) and across the whole VLD annulus.

3.2. Structural Model

The material assigned to the structural model had the properties of the original X5CrNi
13-4 (1.4313) steel. The quenched-tempered heat treatment (QT900) was assumed giving the
yield-, ultimate- and fatigue strengths of σy = 900 MPa, σR = 1000 MPa and σ−1 = 510 MPa
respectively. To account for possibilities of operation in plastic deformation region, the
bilinear isotropic hardening model [31] was selected with constant tangent modulus of
ET = 2× 103 MPa.

The structural computational domain is illustrated in Figure 4b. The computational
grid was generated out of approximately 425000 nodes and was locally refined in the
vicinities ofthe blades’ leading- and trailing edges to improve the modelling accuracy at
higher stress gradients. The grid’s dominating element type was “SOLID187”: a ten-node
quadratic structural tetrahedron [31]. Two additional meshes, “medium” (1.7 M nodes)
and “fine” (2.5 M nodes), were generated to execute the grid-convergence test. The test
assumed absence of any external loads but the centrifugal forces and the rotational speed
as at the implementation phase (24300 rpm). It revealed 2–10% increments of total strains,
equivalent stresses and rates of plastic deformation at impeller tip each time the mesh
resolution was further improved. The available original impeller, on the contrary, lacked
any plastic deformations after years of regular industrial service. The reason for this
discrepancy is yet unclear, but it could be linked with deficiencies of applied stress-strain
relationship. A better fit could have been achieved if the exact constitutive material data
were available. To match the limitations in accessible hard-drive memory, it was eventually
decided to employ the initial “coarse” FE-grid in the coupled model.

The changes in element stiffness subject to deflections (large deflection model) were ac-
cepted, but no numerical stiffness increments (weak springs) were introduced. Simulation
of element damping was implemented in the following way: material (Rayleigh) damping
ζM was omitted [32] whereas the effects of aerodynamic damping ζA were modelled by
assigning an initial guess of numerical dissipation of γ = 0.1. The sensitivity of resultant
element strains with respect to ζA was later checked by an analytic scaling algorithm. The
latter will be additionally discussed in the ultimate section.

The wheel’s connection to the shaft was interpreted as a cylindrical support with
zero degrees of freedom. The centrifugal loads were applied by specifying the respective
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rotational speed. The constant pressure loads were defined on the surfaces facing the side
cavities. The blades’, hub’s and shroud’s surfaces were treated as fluid-solid interfaces.

3.3. Models’ Coupling

Assuming the structural deformations would not impact the impeller flow pattern
significantly, an unidirectional coupling approach was employed, with parameter transfer
limited exclusively to static pressures [19]. Compared to bidirectional FSI, this approach is
less computationally expensive. The “rigid” fluid grid guarantees no solution interruptions
triggered by over-deformed “negative-volume” elements. Its disadvantage, on the other
hand, is an exclusion of direct simulation of aero-damping effects. At resonant points, the
latter is known to have a crucial impact on both average and dynamic strain [7]. In this
work, however, none of the reported regimes (neither at validation, nor at implementation)
was resonant, which yielded the use of unidirectional coupling as sufficient.

Three solver-coupling iterations were completed at each timestep. The blade surface
data exchange was organized in an “individual” fashion by specifying fifteen separate
“blade-to-blade” transfers, which ensured satisfactory mesh mapping.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Rotor Excitation and Response at Mu = 0.29

Fluctuating components of static pressure p f luct measured at four throttling rates,
from BEP (ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 1.00) to deep surge (ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.37), are shown in Figure 5. The
temporal traces are supplied with Fast-Fourier spectra.

Figure 5. Experimental traces of static pressure in temporal- (left column) and frequency (right column) domains at stable
operation (a,b), at stability limit (c) and at deep surge (d).

The BEP-signals are dominated by 156-Hz spectral peaks, with exception to the outlet
diffuser (“OD”). The maximal amplitudes are observed in VLD (gauges “DA”, “DB”) and
exceed those at impeller eye (“I”) by a factor of 3.7. The presence of these peaks was
re-confirmed by an additional repeatability-test. In attempt to reveal the underlying phe-
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nomenon, these three signals were subjected to a cross-correlation procedure in MATLAB,
which did not return any reasonable phase lags. On the other hand, the 156 Hz peaks were
not so distinctly observed at the rest of the stable operating points (e.g., at ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.85,
Figure 5b) and do not represent an engine-order harmonic ( fEO1 = 120 Hz). A crossing of
an acoustic resonance was therefore hypothesised.

Acoustic excitations in the ducts and cavities of centrifugal compressors have been
systematically studied and reported since the 1990s [33]. The work [34] claimed the inducer
rotating instability and rotor-stator interaction to be respectively responsible for narrow-
band “humps” (at certain frequencies below BPF) and tonal peaks (at BPF) observed on
sound pressure spectra at subsonic flow regimes. The noise radiating from co-existing
impeller progressive- and vaneless diffuser rotating stall was experimentally studied in [35].
The former was associated with amplitude humps at 0.5× fEO1, the latter—with similar
weaker modes at 0.2× fEO1. In absence of stationary vanes and flow instabilities, as at
ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 1, tonal noise is only radiated from blade vortex shedding [36]. It is known
that this source may resonate with impeller side-cavities [36], inter-blade channels (Parker
modes) [37] and scroll ducts [38]. The concerned frequency of 156 Hz, however, is too
low to be associated with either a side-cavity- or a Parker mode whose representative
eigenfrequencies (in centrifugal compressors) should be higher by at least one order of
magnitude [36,37]. The discussed peaks at ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 1 could therefore only reflect the
response of the volute or the entire duct.

To detect the potential resonant modes, an additional finite-element modal acoustic
analysis of the complete compression duct (including side cavities and pipelines) has
been performed. The third ( fnA3 = 120 Hz) and the fourth ( fnA4 = 176 Hz) computed
eigenmodes (Figure 6b,c) were found in the close proximity of the experimentally observed
peaks at 156 Hz (Figure 5a). The shape of the nA3 is in better agreement with the experiment
since the whole stage acts as a single pressure antinode. The amplitude reaches the maxima
in the VLD and in the scroll, then weakens in the OD and eventually approaches the node
in the discharge elbow. On the contrary, the elbow hosts an antinode at the nA4 and the
strongest amplitudes are settled in the outlet pipe. The latter is in conflict with data in
Figure 5a.

Figure 6. Modes of acoustic natural vibrations returned by a supplementary modal acoustic FE-analysis. (a–c): 2nd to 4th
modes with zero nodal lines in volute, (d,e): 8th and 17th modes with respectively one and two nodal lines in volute.

Based on the above, it is believed that 156 Hz modes at ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 1 should have
been invoked through the resonant coupling between the tonal noise source (trailing edge
wake vortices) and the receiver (VLD and volute). A thorough assessment of this belief,
however, requires a not yet available method for estimation of characteristic Strouhal
numbers at exits of centrifugal compressor impellers [36].

The spectra at ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.47 (“stability limit”) are rather flat. Subsequent throt-
tling the compressor to ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.37 results in immediate surging (Figure 5d). All
signals manifest the presence of 10-Hz fluctuation mode with prevailing amplitude. In
addition, any phase shifts between the signals are absent, which was confirmed by the
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aforementioned cross-correlation procedure. Summarising, the Fourier transformations at
Mu = 0.29 proclaim abrupt deep surge inception without any VLD-associated transitional
regime in-between (e.g., diffuser stall [39]). As will be shown below, the continuous wavelet
transformation analysis reconfirms this scenario.

The results of the rotor structural response measurements are compiled in Figure 7.
The vibration velocities are presented in frequency domain for an identical set of operating
states as in Figure 6. The map (a) refers to the absolute longitudinal vibrations recorded at
the front bearing casing by the accelerometer. The measurement point is highlighted in the
attached photograph. The vibrometer data are in the map (b) and maps (c)–(f) respectively
for a point on rotation axis (AoR) and for four individual blade-based points (“B1”–“B4”,
see Figure 2b).

Figure 7. Right column: Fourier spectra of longitudinal vibration velocities measured by the ac-
celerometer (a) and by laser-vibrometer (b); Left column: Fourier spectra of vibration velocities
measured at blades “B1”–“B4”, (c–f). All maps represent single-point data.

The accelerometer results reveal four distinguishable frequencies. The highest ampli-
tudes are reached at the frequency of fEO1 = 120 Hz and are the consequences of residual
unbalance. Another group of peaks at 72 Hz signalizes the mechanical wear of front
cylindrical bearing. At deep surge (ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.31), the spectrum contains a 10 Hz
forced-response component one order of magnitude weaker in comparison with the rotor
unbalance. Finally, the 914-Hz stems show moderate amplitude growth regardless of the
operating regime. The origin of the latter is yet unclear and might be referred to natural
vibrations of the upper bearing clamp.

To a reasonable rate, the vibrometer spectra collected at machine’s axis (Figure 7b) dis-
play a qualitative replication of the pattern described above, though significantly amplified
and with no signs of 10- and 914-Hz modes. The amplification effect is a consequence of
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the residual misalignment between compressor and derotator. It is, therefore, decided to
scope exclusively on qualitative aspects of these data.

At blades, the misalignment is superimposed by reasonably sharp angles between
the laser beam and blades’ surfaces, as mentioned earlier. This results in erroneously
high stems at 72 Hz, fEO1, 2× fEO1 and in overall noise increase. Nevertheless, these
measurements show two important trends from viewpoint of numerical model validation:

1. The lack of any noticeable deviations in amplitudes between the blades implies a zero
phase lag forced-vibration mode.

2. The absence of any eigenfrequency-related peak means no aero-interaction reso-
nance [7] crossings within surge-preceding operating range.

Identification of the second trend required an execution of a supplementary modal
structural simulation. Its most crucial results are listed in Table 6 for the fundamental family
of disk-dominated modes. The shapes of the third (OND) and the first (1ND) eigenmodes
are illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Total displacement contours of the impeller natural vibration modes: (a)—third mode with
zero ND, (b)—first mode with one ND.

Table 6. Results of numerical modal analysis of impeller. First family of disk modes.

Nr of ND 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Eigenfrequency fn, Hz 2548 1513 2097 4111 5627 5971 5801

4.2. Validation of Numerical Model

Time-averaged values of the pressure ratios predicted by unsteady simulations at the
nominal point (ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 1) and the stability limit (ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.47) have been shown
in Figure 3 along with the measured values. The modelling accuracy reaches maximum at
the BEP where the relative deviation with experiment is 0.3%. Even though the parasitic
losses in side-cavities are ignored in the model, this level of agreement is seen as reasonably
high, which implies the friction losses are computed correctly. The latter, however, cannot
be applied to the incidence losses with the same confidence as at ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.47 the
deviation approaches 1%.

Further focus of validation is on assessment of the model’s relevance in forecast-
ing the flow-related sources of excitations at close-to-surge condition. For this purpose,
the numerical and experimental signals of unsteady static pressure were submitted to
continuous wavelet transformations using the 12-cycle Morlet wavelets. The resultant
scalograms are shown in Figure 9 and refer to locations of high-frequency pressure trans-
ducers explained earlier.

The experimental scalograms reveal the presence of four excitation frequencies labelled
as “pressure modes” PM1–PM4. The numerical model reflects the presence of PM1 and
PM4, but completely eliminates the PM2 and PM3. The measured and modelled signals
(alike their CWTs) lack any noticeable time-lags with respect to location of a gauge or a
monitor point. The latter again implies that vaneless diffuser rotating stall (RS) known for
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its circumferentially travelling lobes at subsynchronous speeds [40,41] has not yet settled.
Indeed, the fundamental works [41,42] have shown that a moderate-width, low-radius-
ratio vaneless diffuser followed by a scroll and receiving the flow at low Mach numbers
may not stall until the very surge onset.

In the absence of VLD RS, the pressure modes in Figure 9 should indicate either
impeller-, volute- or entire duct-related phenomena. An attempt to interpret these trends
follows below. The exact values of experimental excitation frequencies are based on the
large-window (25 s) FFT data.

PM1 ( fPM1 exp ≈ 87 Hz) is the only excitation to exist inside the subsynchronous range.
Its measured signatures are equally strong at impeller inlet and in VLD, but vanish in outlet
diffuser. The value of fPM1 exp is in 99% match with the second acoustic natural frequency
of the duct (Figure 6a). It would be therefore logical to suggest that the measured instances
of PM1 represent the response of the nA2 to some source. The source is suspected to be
the shear layer broadband noise amplified by high incidence at the leading edge, which is
based on the findings in [43]. Its more exact definition requires a separate research. In the
simulations, the frequency of this mode is 13% higher ( fPM1 num ≈ 98 Hz) and can be solely
linked to the source itself (the acoustic response is obviously out of the model’s scope).
The inspection of the flowfield reveals the source is the multi-lobe circumferential pressure
disturbance just upstream the leading edge (see Figure 9(e1)). The disturbance is believed
to be triggered by the intense incidence-caused flow separation at impeller throat.

Figure 9. Continuous wavelet transform scalograms of measured (right frames) and modelled (left frames) signals of static
pressure at impeller eye (a), at vaneless diffuser (b,c) and at outlet diffuser (d); numerically predicted contours of static
pressure at 85% span (e) with magnifications at impeller inlet- (e1) and volute tongue (e2) areas; total displacement of
deformation obtained in coupled FVM-FEM run (f). ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.47.

The modes PM2 ( fPM2 exp ≈ 181 Hz) and PM3 ( fPM3 exp ≈ 369 Hz) are again in close
proximity to the fourth ( fnA4 = 176 Hz) and the eighth ( fnA8 = 340 Hz) predicted acoustic
eigenfrequencies of the system (Figure 6c,d). The mode nA8 is characterised by a single
nodal line crossing the volute and the VLD. The latter could justify the scattering of PM3 at
the “DB” gauge in the case the transducer appeared closer to- or at the node. In addition,
the assignment of these pressure modes to the natural acoustic response may explain their
absence in numerical predictions.
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The measured frequency of PM4 ( fPM4 exp ≈ 616 Hz) matches the seventeenth ( fnA17 =
615 Hz) FEM-estimated acoustic eigenmode with two nodal lines (Figure 6e). Its signature
is the strongest at “DA”, then scatters reasonably at “DB” and is barely noticeable outside
the VLD (gauges “I”, “OD”). This is a good shape-correlation with nA17 too. The computed
frequency of this mode ( fPM4 num ≈ 601 Hz) is underestimated by 2.5%. Its amplitude
has been found to maximize in immediate vicinity of the volute’s tongue where the flow
separates in volute because of the incidence (Figure 9(e2)). The separation bubble thickness
h is close to 10 mm whereas the flow approaches the tongue at averagely ctongue = 27 m/s.
Applying the methodology proposed in [44], the bubble-thickness-based Strouhal number
Sth = fPM4 num×h

ctongue
yields 0.22. In [44], Sth = 0.2 was shown to characterise the vortex

shedding of “deep airfoil stall” at low Mach numbers. It is therefore deduced that fPM4 num
is an indicator of vortex shedding frequency at tongue separation area.

Summarizing, the developed finite-volume fluid model may be validated against
the available measured data only to a limited extent. It correctly predicts the compressor
aerodynamic performance at the nominal point (ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 1) and manages to indicate
the absence of VLD RS at Mu = 0.29. On the other hand, it underestimates the incidence
losses at ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.47. It eventually suggests two sources of the incidence-induced
sound at the impeller throat and the volute tongue, which could not yet be verified due to
instrumentation limitations.

The results of the coupled FE structural simulations are in satisfactory fit with the
measurements should the aforementioned vibrational data boundaries be assumed. The
experimentally detected and the computed (Figure 9f) response modes at ṁ/ṁre f 029 = 0.47
are alike free of nodal diameters, circles or other phase-lag indicators. The maximal
numerically obtained amplitude of total nodal displacement was 2.5× 10−4 mm or 0.7%
of the time-average maximum. The latter obviously implies a steady-state non-resonant
response, which was likewise observed at the test-rig. The quantitative validation of
structural simulations remains a task too complex for the present experimental layout. It
effectively requires a set of dynamic strain gauges mounted on rotating impeller and a
telemetry system [13,15] both of which are yet unavailable.

In conclusion, the model’s relevance is rather assessed as a compromise between
accuracy and CPU/hard-drive load. Its ability to correctly describe the vaneless diffuser
flow behaviour at aerodynamic stability limit (acoustics abandoned) is seen as the main
merit to justify its further implementation.

5. Numerical Results
5.1. Analysis of Local Flow Disturbances

The impeller excitation mechanism at low flow, Mu = 0.93 and pout = 2× 106 Pa
will be interpreted using instantaneous contour-plots of static pressure in Figure 10. Two
separate colourbars are implemented to distinguish between pressure gradients at the eye
(effectively at throat) and at VLD. The constant-span control surfaces are at 90%- and 10%
of the channel height respectively.

The interaction between the flow at vaneless diffuser outlet and volute tongue gener-
ates the largest circumferential pressure disturbance which is abbreviated as “tongue cell”
(TC). In [45], the rate of pressure drop in this cell was controlled by amount of unsteady
separation downstream the tongue (similar to the one observed at the validation phase).
However, as seen from the overlayed absolute velocity vectors in Figure 10, the separation
does not occur. The pressure depression is rather a consequence of local flow acceleration
triggered by two contracting mass flows: a portion of “fresh” mass delivered from VLD (a)
and a recirculating portion returning from the upstream volute at low flow angle (b). The
resultant stationary cell covers averagely 130° of azimuthal coordinate and should be a
source of EO1 excitations. Moreover, TC significantly impacts the shroud-adjacent flow at
impeller throat intensifying the flow separation at suction side. A very similar pattern has
been also reported in [14] for a turbocharger stage of a comparable size with exception to
the flow at throat which was optimized by a casing bleed system.
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The trend of circumferential pressure disturbance at region not covered by the tongue
cell (first and second quadrants), manifests the presence of several co-rotating stall cells
abbreviated as “diffuser cells” (DC). The analysis of pressure- and velocity fields in this
area uncovers several details:

1. The instantaneous number of formed diffuser cells is unsteady, but is either three
or four.

2. The angular velocity of the cells is at fairly stable level of 0.43×ωrot in quadrant II
with gradual increment up to 0.52×ωrot in quadrant III.

3. The character of circumferential pressure non-uniformity in VLD is not a representa-
tive of a “classic” low-lobe-number (one or two), low-angular-velocity (0.1×ωrot ÷
0.2× ωrot) and rigid-body-like VLD RS (one of its best representatives has been re-
cently reported in [40] for an intermediate stage type). The volute’s axial asymmetry
significantly alters the diffuser stall mechanism. The cells emerge and collapse along
the annulus, their number and angular speed rise. As concluded in [46], such change
would typically weaken the negative impact of VLD RS on the rotor dynamics.

Figure 10. Instantaneous distributions of static pressure supplied by absolute (VLD) and relative
(impeller eye) velocity data at four successive time-frames (a–d). Each frame is shifted by 60° of
impeller rotation with respect to preceding one.

The listed trends are in a very good correspondence with observations published
in [47]. From the structure-interaction viewpoint, the above implies that the impeller would
receive from one to two additional excitations per revolution subject to its interaction with
the DCs. In overall, the observed vaneless diffuser flow field should induce the excitation
modes from EO1 to EO3.
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The first, second and third engine-orders are in fact dominating the CWT-scalograms
of static pressure fluctuations in the wheel if computed in rotating frame of reference
(Figure 11). This dominance is particularly obvious at trailing edge (b). At leading edge (c)
and at mid-passage (d), however, the contribution of EO4 is equally evident. The mode is
promoted by the earlier-mentioned intense separation at throat.

Figure 11. Temporal histories of static pressure fluctuations at three monitor points located respec-
tively at impeller’s trailing edge (TE-PS), at mid-passage (1/2M-PS) and at leading edge (LE-PS) (a)
and their CWT-scalograms (b–d) computed in rotating frame of reference. Data from pressure side of
“B1” at 90% span.

5.2. Analysis of Impeller’s Structural Response

The instantaneous distributions of total displacement (a) and equivalent total strain
(b) in impeller are shown in Figure 12. The plots represent the final time-frame of the
coupled run at implementation phase. The dynamics of deformation at areas with the
highest displacement amplitudes are illustrated in Figure 13. The nodal temporal traces
and their CWT-scalograms are intentionally given for two consecutive blades (B1, B2) to
identify possible deviations in phase or magnitude.
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Figure 12. Illustrations of predicted structural response mode at implementation phase: (a)—total
displacement , (b)—equivalent total strain.

Figure 13. Temporal histories of total displacement in impeller at three nodal monitors with total
displacement maxima at the hub disk at outlet (TE, hub) and mid-passage (1/2M, hub), and at shroud
at leading edge (LE, shroud) (a) and their CWT-scalograms (b–d). Data from “B1” and “B2”.

The simulations reach the periodically stable state after 2.8 revolutions, which is
achieved by running the structural solver without time-integration at several initial it-
erations. Such approach effectively introduces a static pre-stress condition and, thus,
significantly accelerates the convergence.

The response mode is the “umbrella” with zero nodal lines. The scalograms in
Figure 13 are prevailed by amplitude peaks lying in close coincidence with the third disk
mode of natural vibrations defined by frequency of 2548 Hz and zero nodal diameters
(see Table 6 and Figure 8a). Suspicion of aero-interaction resonance, however, must be
eliminated. The interference diagrams computed following Singh’s methodology [48] de-
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tected no possible frequency-shape matches of this mode with any engine-order (Figure 14).
It is therefore referred to undamped numerical noise. On the other hand, the impact of
forced-vibrations is likewise present. The strongest response is in the case of the funda-
mental engine-order (EO1): the peaks are clearly distinct at hub disk at trailing edge (b), at
mid-passage (c) and at leading edge (d). The magnitude of EO4 is equally high at impeller
outlet, but diminishes at lower radii, as do the average displacements. The vibrations at
EO2 are the weakest and exhibited solely at TE.

Figure 14. Interference “SAFE” [48] diagram plotted for the first family of axial disk modes and
harmonics of the first engine-order at n = 24,300 rpm.

The maxima of equivalent total strain are found at both “blade-disk” fillets at trailing
edge and at shroud fillet at leading edge (Figure 12b). The assessment of resistance to
high-cycle fatigue was therefore applied to the latter regions abbreviated as “TE-S(H)” and
“LE-S” respectively. Goodman-Haigh model of constant fatigue life was implemented since
its accuracy had been reported as sufficient in similar works [19]. Amplitudes of dynamic
strain εa were estimated based on CWT-scalograms equivalent to those in Figure 13. Solely
EO1 forced-vibration modes were considered. Employing the SDOF model of damped
forced vibrations [32] the strain amplitudes were scaled up to 5% damping ratio [19] at
fn = 1513 Hz (see Table 6 and Figure 8b), but no sensitivity was found due to low ratio
of fEO1/ fn = 0.27. Corresponding values of mean (σm) and dynamic (σa) stresses were
then obtained from assumed model of stress-strain curve. Finally, the Goodman-Haigh
diagrams were analysed at three critical locations and the factors of safety s were derived.
The results are grouped in Table 7 for initially assumed 10% total damping.

Table 7. Results of Goodman-Haigh safety factors estimation. 10% total damping.

Monitor εm× 103 εa× 103 σm, MPa σa, MPa s

TE-S 4.91 0.008 907 1.5 0.99
TE-H 4.08 0.004 819 0.8 1.11
LE-S 4.12 0.003 827 0.6 1.10

Even though the safety-factors proclaim high probability of fatigue failure, the contri-
bution of fluid-induced dynamic loads is negligible. The mean stresses caused by static
centrifugal loads are severely high and even reach slightly beyond the material yield
strength of σy = 900 MPa at “TE-S”. The latter, however, must be an overprediction since
the original impeller experienced no mechanical failures during years of continuous service
at prescribed rotational speed, as aforementioned. Identification of reason for the overpre-
diction, requires an additional study with a more complex material stress-strain model. It
should be additionally stressed that the analysed tip speed of u2,Mu=0.93 = 337 m/s repre-
sents a challenge for static strength of a stainless-steel-manufactured shrouded wheel. To
the best authors’ knowledge, the number of relevant and openly published studies offering
proper stress-strain correlations for these objects is yet very low.

6. Conclusions

The forced-response of a medium flow-coefficient centrifugal impeller has been stud-
ied at close-to-surge condition. The research campaign has been implemented both ex-
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perimentally and numerically. The test-rig data received at lower speed yielded the basis
for validation of the coupled numerical model. The latter was then “implemented” to
reproduce operating loads common to process industry. The most crucial findings of the
work are summed up below.

• The unsteady flow measurements at Mu = 0.29 showed no signs of rotating stall in the
vaneless diffuser up to the very inception of deep surge. The detected modes of static
pressure fluctuations were referred to the natural acoustic spectrum of the entire duct.
The source for their excitation was suspected to be the impeller-incidence-induced
shear layer broadband noise and the trailing edge vortex shedding.

• Quality of vibratory response laser measurements was significantly compromised by
high blade curvature at impeller inlet resulting in falsely high measured amplitudes
of rotor speed harmonics. These data identified a non-resonant condition and a zero
nodal diameter response mode. The coupled FE simulations returned the same result.

• Validation of the coupled numerical model revealed its “strengths” and “weaknesses”.
Prediction of friction losses, reproduction of rotating stall absence in vaneless diffuser
(at Mu = 0.29) were the former. Estimation of the incidence losses along with the
implemented model of stress-strain constitutive relation were the latter.

• At implementation phase, the predicted flow in vaneless diffuser was characterised
by several co-rotating and a single stationary stall cells. The latter emerged from two
contracting flows (fresh-feed flow and recirculating flow) at volute tongue and was a
primary source of impeller excitation at the first engine-order.

• The impeller response mode was dominated by EO1 vibrations at implementation
phase. The amount of dynamic stress induced by these vibrations, was marginal from
viewpoint of constant fatigue life assessment.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

Latin
AoR Axis of rotation
BEP Best efficiency point
BPF Blade-passing frequency
c absolute flow velocity
c2′ ave Mass-flow averaged absolute velocity at vaneless diffuser inlet
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
C-R Counter-rotating
CPU Central processing unit
CSM Computational structural mechanics
CWT Continuous wavelet transform
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DC Diffuser cell
ea Approximate relative error [29]
EO Engine-order
ER Expansion ratio
f Frequency (Hz)
FE(M) Finite-element (method)
FPGA Field-programmable gate array
FSI Fluid-structure interaction
FVM Finite-volume method
GCI Grid convergence index [29]
h thickness of the boundary layer separation bubble [44]
I Turbulence intensity (-)
LE Leading edge
ṁ Mass flow rate (kg/s)
Mu Tip speed-based Mach number (-)
n Impeller rotational speed (rev/min)
N Total number of grid cells [29]
ND Nodal diameter
OEM Original equipment manufacturer
p Pressure (Pa)
PC Personal computer
PM Pressure mode (mode of static pressure fluctuations)
PS Pressure side
r Grid refinement factor [29]
RS Rotating stall
RTD Resistive temperature detector
SDOF Single degree of freedom
SST Shear-stress transport
T Temperature (K)
TC Tongue cell
TE Trailing edge
URANS Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
VLD Vaneless diffuser
Greek
α2′ ave Mass-flow averaged absolute flow angle at vaneless diffuser inlet

(with respect to tangential direction, deg)
βbl2 Impeller blade angle at outlet (with respect to tangential direction, deg)
ε Mechanical strain (-)
µ/µT Eddy viscosity ratio (-)
Π Flange-to-flange pressure ratio of compressor (-)
σ Mechanical stress (MPa)
Ψi Internal work input coefficient hi/u2

2 (-)
ψp 0−4 Polytropic head coefficient evaluated between impeller inlet and

vaneless diffuser outlet (-)
ωrot Rotor angular frequency (rad/s)
Subscripts
des refers to design point
exp refers to experimental measurements
fluct fluctuating component
atm atmospheric
out outlet
a alternating
m mean
n refers to natural vibrations
num refers to numerical simulations
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